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In her bestselling book, The Beauty Detox Solution, Kimberly Snyder&#151;one of
Hollywood'shared the groundbreaking program that continues her A-list clientele in red-carpet
shape.s best celebrity nutritionists and beauty professionals&#151; You can now get the
superstar treatment with this guidebook to the very best 50 beauty foods that will make you
more beautiful from the inside out. Stop losing your cash on fancy, expensive cosmetics and
come on results, while spending much less at town grocery.&#150; Eat bananas and celery to
decrease under-eye circlesWith over 85 recipes that taste as effective as they make you look, you
can finally consider charge of your wellbeing and beauty&#151;1 delicious bite at the same time.
Enjoy avocados and sweet potatoes for youthful, glowing pores and skin &#150; Snack on
pumpkin seeds for lustrous hair &#150;
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Nice Book, but Customer Ratings a fake? I liked the publication, since it favours green Smoothies
and a nutrition rich of organic minerals, which I have made very nice experience with, heading
from "JUNK FOOD & No reference to lectins (in quinoa, rice, seeds) and goitrogens (specifically in
spinach, kale, collards, cabbage, pears, peaches, strawberries, etc. It really made me look
younger and experience better.But browsing all those 5 star reviews produced me sceptical.
There are much better books available that cover these topics plus some great websites, as well.
These are just good general suggestions for better health but nothing brand-new that was not
touted for a long time. Now, you can draw your own conslusions.!. I’ve also ordered some of her
health supplements and love those, as well. The book basically lets you know not to eat, dairy,
breads, animal "protein" aka meats, yogurt (dairy), and several OTHER foods. The quantity of
stuff you "can't" or "shouldn't" eat is normally ridiculous. If you would like to really LIVE life
rather than end up being constricted to such particular guidelines I suggest searching some
place else...NOT in this ridiculous "bible" that is telling people to cut out basic food groups. I
want I possibly could get my money back!! Solanine in nightshade plants such as eggplant and
peppers, arsenic in rice. I find it easier to stay emotionally positive, therefore i think her diet
guidelines may also help your feeling! The severe nature of the problem also requires
modifications to dosage. The same is true for foods. They are also only as good as their
nutritional content material (a carrot from Florida, Mexico or Chile might not each have the same
nutrition - it's called terroir - and also have got different or no nutrients/fertilizer put into the
soil). The same is true for organics.! She promises, for instance, that celery assists under-
attention circles, but makes no mention how much celery is actually required for that.. Your body
will use the nutrients around. coli. This reserve of hers reads more like a factual cookbook. Seeds
may make your hair smooth but just how many pounds a day time are required? Definitely not
the tablespoon she adds to one meal. I would just consider this reserve a fluff piece. A glass of
burgandy or merlot wine may contain healthful resveratrol, but you want 20 bottles a day to
obtain the 200mg needed for optimal health. . Positive thing she makes wide, generalized
statements or she might harm someone.Some individuals commented on the Ener-G egg
replacer.. Not a calorie shown. Many doctors have said that colon cleansing isn't needed if the
dietary plan is high in fiber and liquids. Briefly cooking spinach will leach out harmful acids,
reduce goitrogens and kill e. I quit coffee completely and bring my very own high quality herbal
tea to function now, yet I have A lot more energy than before.! You have a headaches or wrist
discomfort, the aspirin doesn't know to go 'just there'. Beer" to a balanced Diet of unprocessed
Foods, supplemented with Green Smoothies.) which slow the thyroid causing excess weight gain.
This is a must have publication. Spinach is definitely an allergin to people with latex sensitivity.
Could it be really healthy to eat large amounts of 1 food (spinach) each day? I may start making it
again as it is a good source of folate and that's important for anyone looking to get pregnant.
Variety and moderation help dilute organic toxins therefore we get smaller dosages but she
leaves out entire food groups, which might negate that process. And once you stay with it, you
definitely see an instantaneous difference in the event that you fall off the wagon! A few of these
foods can interfere with calcium and iron absorption among others. She stops brief of being
thorough. I never noticed how drained I was until I implemented her diet recommendations, I
didn't see how my soy latte a time was me being dependent on the highs from caffeine. Bacteria
and toxins on raw food, what can be washed off, taken off or prepared out? Celery and parsley
should be very refreshing as the natural toxins they contain (psoralens) raise the longer they sit;
How many pounds of celery a day does that take? She mentions a moderate 'bunch' for her
smoothie, though baby spinach is better raw due to it's lower oxalate content. She doesn't state.



Great book I’m coming back here to order several of these for the people I really like.! Okay
cookbook This book includes a lot of colorful recipes that sound delicious but the ease of making
them are not really there. Even organics can be contaminated in the truck or store. How can you
know if the diarrhea you obtain from her smoothie is definitely from flushing poisons or dirty
produce that should have been cooked? Her dishes also have no dietary info given. It includes
cellulose possibly created from cotton digesting or wood. Arrived as described.because of her I
am sexy and thin in my own right-size body. A very little bit of cellulose is also quite saturated in
carbs, as high as glucose.. Garlic, for instance, needs to be sliced and remaining to sit for 10-15
moments for the allicin to create (it generally does not contain allicin as she falsely claims). No
reference to that in either the garlic section or the recipes. She does nevertheless say that garlic
can be a fix for infectious diseases (Page 110) - which ones exactly? And just how much garlic can
cure us of the? This lady is LEGIT too, she's A lot more than just some pretty girl who tells
superstars how exactly to eat, she's solid, she roughed it all over the world and is definitely a
genuine yogini!D. My digestion is usually normal for the very first time in my own life, my hair is
usually finally loosing the straw-like texture, and my yoga practice has become more powerful
than ever. She provides no dosages of anything.Additional doctors and nutritionists give
opposing health info, and even she contradicts herself a few times. She does estimate some very
old research. She fundamentally advocates the vegan/natural/gluten-free lifestyle (and actually
mentions that the better your diet, the even more colonics you will need - oh fun - page 35). It
appears that the diarrhea you'll get should flush the colon and also the water launched from the
various other end.She also irresponsibly doesn't mention that foods she advocates can cause
issues. If your health/metabolism can handle this diet, it appears generally healthful, though it is
not for everyone and her health statements (without real dosing info) ought to be used with a
grain of salt.com: 16 out of 20 I looked at have already been written one review only - on this
book. Then i took a glance at the number of reviews each of those 5 superstar reviewers has
written on amazon.The info missing from this book could be beyond her scope, she is not a
doctor. In case you are serious about healthful eating that improves numerous 'beauty'
complications, buy books from meals researchers or doctors involved with research that have
the knowledge to see in better detail and safety what functions in what forms and dosages. She
doesn't state just how much of anything is needed to achieve the effects the foods supposedly
repair. The ONLY book on nutrition & life style you'll ever need or want I must admit, I was
skeptical. I was a science major, have already been on the up or more with human biology and
nutrition for years, have already been feeding on a plant structured diet plan for 19 years, most
of these vegan.She also makes erroneous statements or omissions in several places... and the
name of her initial books, "Beauty" Detox Solutions, made me believe that maybe this was just
another pretty gal claiming to know how exactly to transform you into a pretty woman too with
the most recent fad diet.... I mean, it was no placebo, the tweaks I made to my diet by following
her guidelines did the trick to create me see an almost IMMEDIATE difference. In case you have
IBS or other medical issues, you might irritate these conditions.! If you want to really eat food,
don't read this. Right here I am, 35 and 110lbs thinking she had nothing at all new to state and
that I was as healthy as I could get, and I can tell you, in case you are considering buying
Kimberly Snyder's books, DO IT!Food preparation is not addressed in detail. spinach, kale and
the like can cause kidney stones, corn is an allergen just as much as the soy she discredits. I'm a
working single mother supporting us entirely solo, I'm starting my very own business in fair
trade, AND I practice yoga exercise and am going through teacher training on the side. For a
nutritionist who lives by dietary content to omit this is curious.. I am so disappointed in this



book.and contrary to popular belief, KIMBERLY SNYDER alone is to thank for the fact that I may
keep up the pace! Foods, unlike medicines, have poor consistency. No reference to nitrate levels
or natural food toxins (some of which have to be prepared to ruin).! It circulates through the
bloodstream and rids all pain. Also, I'm no Julia Child, in fact, the working joke in my family is my
lack of cooking abilities, but with Kimberly's book I find it INSPIRING to get ready food, for the
very first time in my life! Not very thorough - lacks nutritional info Foods can no more 'target' a
specific body concern than aspirin can target specific pain. I love, love I really like, love, love
Kimberly Snyder, we had really helped me in in my quest for better health. I have Never really
had as much natural and consistent energy as I really do today. I also drank the glowing green
smoothie for a long time, but got fed up with it. Since this transformation I have had people I
don't know asking about my hair, my energy and brightness, etc.... Nice recipes. and you can't
get rid of Lyme with garlic - to suggest so is both dangerous and irresponsible. I will forever
follow her websites and purchase her books. Celery does a lot of things in your body, if your
body makes sense, it will use the nutrients to lower your blood circulation pressure and improve
center function long before it 'targets' under-eye circles... It provides all the info I had a need to
become the healthiest edition of myself...now I am just waiting for her to write a kids recipe
publication, or a book about her globe travels. Lyme can be an I. I cannot say enough good
things about this reserve. I really like her so much. You'll be selling yourself short if you didn't
obtain it. Kimberly easily omits these facts. Nevertheless, I gave the reserve a possibility and
WOW.. It’s not really a beauty book. The nutrients in a few foods are better absorbed when
prepared. Much better! I am a "clean eater" and recently discovered this reserve. to order a
number of these for the people I love.in fact, I purchased 3 of her older one to hand out, and 3
of this title in order that I had a couple lending copies. Thank you Kimberly Snyder. Five Stars
Awsome author a great book great recipes Arrived as described. Useful recipes. Cotton is a heavy
pollutant and their site does not point out whether their cellulose is normally GMO or organic or
what it really is made from.I shed count how many times I have written down Kimberly Snyder's
reserve for people! Delish Worth it for the dressing quality recipes alone. Yum Amazing book and
lifestyle We am vegan and follow a gluten free diet I came across this book years ago when I was
purchasing at Whole Foods an saw that the recipes fit my diet plan but it surely changed my
lifestyle the wonder detox is amazing and today I’m such a fan of most Kimberly’s products she's
come up with. I can’t continue to keep up with third , plan because food combining will be a lot
of extra function to think about after already having a restricted diet however when I really do
follow her meals combining I feel amazing and have completely cleared myself from IBS
symptoms. I had opted through a lot of treatment and medications with my gastroenterologist
but have got pretty much gotten gone all my triggers feeding on this way and taking probiotics
good information, cheesy composing, the pictures will be the worst I have made the chocolate
cake in this reserve a lot more than any other recipe. And I start every single morning with her
Glowing Green Smoothie. Especially one with toxins like nitrates and goitrogens in it? The
composing is very cheesy, filled with !! If the raw food makes you sick - consider this. and "I
personally love eating this after a huge green salad". Maybe eating salad 2x/time works in LA, but
it's wintertime in NYC and I don't want all of this cold salad. I have had this reserve for about 5
years, and today I finally grabbed scissors and cut out any photos of the writer. Great book.! I
currently listened to the audiobook, but I purchase one for my two daughters and Me and now I
am back again to purchase one more duplicate for my stepdaughter. How many greens are too
much? I am grateful my cousin released her to me. I'd use cage-free of charge eggs until
clarified. Some bacterias can't be rinsed off natural fruits and vegetables. Some require a lot of



ingredients, but when you have time to create them, I'm sure they'd turn out great. She doesn't
give amounts of anything. I favor a publication that is a bit more personal and tells a story. There
is a lot of great information on numerous properties of vegetables and is quite encouraging for
beginning a plant based diet.
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